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ProPositions

Accompanying the thesis

Neurobiological aspects of obesity:  
dopamine, serotonin, and imaging

Elsmarieke van de Giessen

1. there is an imbalance in the striatal dopaminergic system in obesity with 
low (predominantly) post-synaptic dopamine D

2/3
 receptor availability, but 

no compensatory or related change in pre-synaptic dopamine transporter 
binding. (this thesis)

2. in normally functioning neurotransmission systems it is not possible yet 
to directly link the level of dopamine transporter or serotonin transporter 
expression to behavior. (this thesis)

3. there are similarities between obesity and addiction, but findings in obesity 
tend to be more subtle than in addiction in general. (this thesis)

4. obese subjects with binge eating may form a subgroup within the obese population 
that is more impulsive and more closely related to addiction. (this thesis)

5. obese women, but not obese men, are more susceptible for impulsive behavior, 
because brain regions involved in inhibitory control (e.g. prefrontal cortex) are 
activated differently compared to healthy women whereas this is not the case 
in obese men. (this thesis)

6. Extrapolation of results of one-gender studies to the other gender should be 
done with caution and attention should be paid to gender differences in mixed 
gender studies. (this thesis)

7. Dopamine transporter genotype (Vntr polymorphism) should always be used 
as a covariate in studies on striatal dopamine transporter availability, just like 
age and gender. 

8. My body mass index is healthy now, but brainwise i am still obese. (person 
interested to participate in one of the studies) 

9.  the only way to get rid of a temptation, is to yield to it. (oscar Wilde)

10.  Life is like riding a bicycle. to keep your balance you must keep moving. (Albert 
Einstein, displayed in my favorite bicycle shop in new York)




